
When In Doubt Twirl
canvas by amy bruecken

Happy New Year!  Here
we are as one year rolls
to a close and we em-
brace a new year.
What will this year
bring?  How many fin-
ishes and how many
starts.  More impor-
tantly, how much fun

will we have starting and finish-
ing? That’s really what its all
about.

Today marks the first day that
our Honeybees can sign up for
classes.  Get to it ladies.  You get a
head start on signing up but that
won’t last forever.  I have fun
classes to announce!

Lesson 3 of Why Fit In has
shipped.  I hope to get the next
lesson of the Count and the

Christmas Village out of here
shortly.  I think I need a few
more days in the week to do all
the things I want to do.

Thank you for your support
throughout the year.  I  wish you
health, happiness and an extra
dose of joy in 2015.

xo

Ruth Schmuff, Owner

January 2015
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Kelly Clark has a new club that is too darn cute!  It is a

series of small bee skeps. Club will sart in March 2015.

There are 8 canvases with guides.  One will ship each

month March through August.  Join now, and in September you will re-

ceive the 7th and 8th canvases together and get the 8th canvas at half price!

Canvases with stitchguides are $64.00 each.  Some of the canvases will come with

embellishments at an additional charge.  There will also be a complete thread kit,

price to be determined.

Busy Bee Skep Club
kelly clark

How could I resist this canvas?  It’s designed

to make you smile.  It’s silly and happy.  That’s

exactly what we need in the throws of Win-

ter.  The canvas is painted on 13ct., so it will

be another challenge for this 18ct girl.  But it

will be a quick-fun two lesson class.  

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas

$161 plus $15 per lesson/stitchguide and the price

of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.

Canvas design area is 8 x 12.  You will need 12 x

16 stretcher bars.  Class dates if you are joining us in person

will be February 15th and March 8th.  Sunday afternoons from 1-3pm.  (Additional

$10 per class fee applies.)
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Mystery classes
Partridge christmas stocking by tapestry fairhow do these 

mystery classes work?
What exactly is a mystery class?  A

mystery class is just like a mystery

in a book;  it unfolds in chapters.

With each chapter more of the mys-

tery (how are we going to stitch this

canvas) is revealed?

We meet pretty much every other

Sunday afternoon (unless the class-

room is booked with another

teacher) and review the twists, turns

and fun of the current lesson.  Class

is from 1 to 3 pm.  Can’t join us in

person?  No problem, we will ship to

you.  The instructions have full color

photos of the canvas stitched

to date along with complete

instructions and diagrams.  

I also post lots of pictures on

my blog NotYourGrandmother’s-

Needlepoint.com the Sunday

evening after class.  

And so that you don’t feel left

out missing the in class shenani-

gans we set up a online stitching

group at www.stitcherie.com.

There is a discussion for each

class!

Can I order 

a mystery class

that is complete?

Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past mysteries or Mysteries with a Twist.  Canvas,

complete stitch guide with all the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be packed and

shipped to your home or office anytime you want.  

We are working away on the Partridge

Stocking.  It’s moving along relatively quickly

for being a full size stocking.  Beautifully

painted on 13ct, we are filling areas with

wonderful threads and stitches that move

quickly.  My goal with this canvas was to

use threads and stitches that didn’t require

a laying tool.  So far so good.  

Part of the fun of this piece is stitching

with threads that are new to us or are

used in different ways.  

The tree bark is framed with couched

Soutache braid that has many applica-

tions in both needlework, haute couture

sewing and jewelry making.

We then filled in the bark with Silk Wrapped Gimp

that has a beautiful sheen.We are using it both in

embroidery style stitches and counted stitches.  

There are of course beads, with more to come.

How could there not be?  

Want to join 

the party?

It’s not too late.  Give us a call 
and we’ll send you lessons one through three.

After that, you will be in the queue receiving 
your kits with the rest of the class.



why this works
The grouping of three stitches at

left make up the background sec-

tions of the stocking that is our

current mystery.  Each section

starts with the same first layer all

worked with the same thread

just different colors.

Adding additional layers and

beads totally changes the look

while at the same time allowing

all three sections to blend seam-

lessly without creating a busy

background.  (Yes, my sections

connect on the stocking.  I’m

funny that way.)

Feel free to add more layers on a

stitch until you get the coverage

that you want.  Think of it as

playing connect the dots, con-

necting open spaces in the pat-

tern.  I’ve added two more layers

to the pattern below.  Keep in

mind if you are going to add ad-

ditional layers of thread, think

thinner threads.
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stitch of the month

I love layered stitches.  This one is

particularly fun.  Layer one is quick

to stitch with all the stitches over

two or three canvas threads.  

Once that is complete, the fun really 

begins.  You can add a second layer

and totally change the look.  Add

beads and another new look.  Here’s

three variations that were used on

the partridge stocking.

1

24

68

35,7

Giant Alternating Mosaic Variation
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Mystery with a twist   

why fit in by zecca
How could I resist this canvas?  It just had to be a mystery!  So many op-

portunities for stitches and beads!  The first two lessons have shipped.

Lesson Three has just shipped!

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $305 plus $15 per lesson

and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.  Canvas

design area is 14 x 18 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 18 x 22

stretcher bars.  The lessons will ship at approximately 3 month intervals.

looking for something with a slower pace? 

TRy a mystery with a twist class
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects.  These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really

know when the next lesson is coming.  I fit these in between the regular mysteries.  The lessons are about 3 months

apart.  You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects.  There are no in-person lessons.  Every-

one is an outpatient for this class.  

With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitchguide ($15 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc.  All the

other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog and 

continue to maintain our discussion group for the mystery on stitcherie so the only real change is the time frame. 

ROW OF LADIES II 
by LEE
I loved stitching the first Row of Ladies by Lee and they turned out

soooo cute! I petitioned Lee to design a companion exclusively for
us.  I think it is even cuter!

There will now be three Mysteries with a Twist in the rotation!  Row

of Ladies II - Lesson One has shipped but it’s not too late to join us.

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $118 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc

for that lesson.  For those of you who stitched Row of Ladies I with me there will be a discount!  Canvas design area is

10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct.  You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.  

As with all the mysteries there is a matching snap tray, cool magnet and beautiful scissor fobs.  Lesson two has just

shipped but it’s not too late to join us.
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Why not join us for a Mystery

Makeup Day?

We all love to start projects, but

then life gets in the way and sud-

denly there are so many WIPS that

we don't know what to do first.

Let's have a stitch-in and see if we

can't get rolling again.  Bring any

Mystery Class project that you 

need a little extra help on, or want 

a push to get finished, and spend the

day stitching in our classroom.  I'll

be there to help you review what-

ever you need.  We'll have lunch and

simply have a fun girls day.

The next Mystery Make Up Date

will be:  Saturday, January 31, 
11-4

Fee is $45/day and includes lunch.

Please register early to reserve your

space.  

Mystery 
makeup lessons

Holiday Mystery with a twist

christmas village by melissa shirley
It was sug-

gested that

many of you

would like to

take a Holi-

day Mystery

Class but just

don’t have

the time at

the end of the year.  Why not start a Holiday Mystery With a Twist Class?  

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $305 plus $15 per lesson and the

price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.  As a special holiday gift we

will give 20% off on this canvas making it $244.00.  Canvas design area is 20 x 8.5

handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 26 x 14 stretcher bars.  The forth les-

son has shipped, with 6 to 7 lessons at approximately 3 month intervals to follow.

It’s not too late to join us.

For every class you attend with a National

Teacher at Bedecked and Beadazzled you

will receive one Edu-Credit!  Reach eight

points and you will receive a credit toward your next national teacher class

equal to $160.  This means your ninth class could be FREE or will be almost

FREE!  The points roll-over year to year and do not expire so you can accu-

mulate points at your own pace.  Consider our classes and join the fun!

Edu-Credits!!



Monthly Clubs!

notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com
Here’s where you can check out all the latest in the shop, in

my wholesale line available at shops nationwide and simply

in my mind.  Yes, it’s a scary place sometimes.  Way too many

ideas are floating around up there.

Are you looking for a community of stitchers where

you can post and ask questions about needlework re-

lated things?  Why not visit us on www.Stitcherie.com;

it’s a fun and supportive group!  We have dedicated chat

groups over there for the mystery classes - great for

encouragement and keeping up.  The cyberclasses will

soon be hosted there too.
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Club rules

1. You can sign up for a club at

anytime. Your first shipment will

go out on the 10th of the month

following your sign up.

2. We will take a deposit equal to

the cost of the canvas/guide in

your first shipment. This deposit

will be applied to your final ship-

ment of the club.

3. There is a complete

thread/bead/crystal/embellish-

ment kit available for the club at

an additional charge. It includes

all threads/beads etc to stitch

the entire series. It is sent

with the first club shipment

if desired.  A 50% deposit will be

taken at sign up for those desiring

the thread kit.

4. Now, for the cool part. There

are freebies - gifts for joining the

club! Each club has it's own gifts.

Other clubs to consider
Shown at right is the Count by Tap-

estry Fair, Crazy Patch Boo-nanza by

EyeCandy Needleart and our Santa

club.  

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or 

visit www.BedeckedandBeadazzled.

com.  Click on clubs to see all the

clubs and to sign up!

towne square
What’s not to love about monthly clubs? A fun 
package of needlepoint goodies all colorful and 
sparkly delivered directly to your door.  

The Towne Square is our newest club.  Fourteen village shops each cuter than
the next.  The buildings are my designs and Robin King worked her magic on
the stitchguides.     

Sign up now to receive one canvas and guide each month.  On the sixth and
twelfth months you will receive an extra shoppe 
half price for being a member of the club.  


